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Motivation
•
•

•

Global temperature changes at different
levels in ERA-Interim
Are the signals real climate parameter
changes or can be attributed to observing
system/data/operational changes?
ERA-40 (blue) shows many additional
bumps and changes due to changing
satellite instruments - this is one of the
improvements was achieved in ERAInterim

• 1982-03-29 Volcanic eruption El Chichón,
southern Mexico
• 1991-06-15 Volcanic eruption Pinatubo,
Philippines
• 1998 El Nino
• Changes in satellite instruments

Atmospheric model id

Motivation

• Plot shows how the ECMWF forecast
prediction system improved over the
years
• Many of the changes can be
attributed to IFS upgrades

CHARMe
• “CHARacterization of Metadata to enable high quality climate
applications and services”
• EU FP7, Jan 2013 – Dec 2014
• Aims to answer a question:
How can climate data users decide if a dataset is “fit for
purpose”?
The CHARMe project will provide additional information about
climate data to help the user to decide on the quality and
suitability of a climate dataset.
Significant Event Viewer tool will help a user to study possible
causes of variability, shifts and drifts apparent in the climate
product.

Commentary Metadata
•
•

•

•
•
•

Post fact annotations: citations, ad-hoc and peer review
comments and notes, 'grey' literature references
Results of assessments: validation campaigns, comparisons
with models or other observations, reanalysis, quantitative
error assessments
Significant events: volcanic eruptions, El-Niño index, satellite
or instrument failure, operational changes to satellite orbit
calculations
Properties of data distribution: data policy and licensing,
timeliness (is the data delivered in real time?), reliability
Supplementary dataset quality information: validity period,
updates, quality flags
Any other post-fact information or information defined by
sources other than the Data Provider.

Data Model
Open Annotation data model

• An annotation links a target (the subject of the annotation) with a body (any
resource which is associated with the target).
• Target – typically refers to a dataset that we wish to say something about or
link to some other document via a Body.
• Target and Body have no defined type  the body of one annotation can be
the target of another  enables to build a chain of linked annotations.
• CHARMe C-metadata is predominantly associated with the OA concept of a
Body.

Significant Events
• SE – are external events that can affect the dataset
• SE are not annotations
• Can be either a body (with the dataset being a target) or a
target (with the description of SE as a body and a user
comment about SE as annotation)
• SE are linked to datasets only by times when they happen
Current categories
• Climate events: hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, El-Niño index
• Software events: software cycle updates
• Operational events: satellite or instrument failure,
operational changes to satellite orbit calculations
• Data/Observing system events: how the data was obtained

Significant Events Viewer Tool
• Developed at ECMWF
• Will help to assess uncertainties in climate products
to determine whether the climate signals represented
by the product are real.
• Will allow the user to visualise relevant information
about the data product (source, limitations, error
estimates, etc.), search for alternative climate
products, and study possible causes of variability,
shifts and drifts apparent in the climate product.
• Technologies: database of significant events, Django,
jquery, python (in the future will look into using
Magics+ for plotting)

Significant Events Viewer Tool
•
•
•
•

Interactive
Plots ERA-CLIM data
Pre-generated plots are used in the early development stages
Will be replaced by real data plots generated at run time

Significant Events Viewer Tool

Significant Events Viewer Tool

Significant Event Viewer Tool: Next Steps
• The timeline plot can cope only with ~ 1’000 events
• Need to introduce thinning or filtering
1. Show events according to their priority value:
zoom out – events with higher priority, zoom in –
include events with lower priority to show more
details.
2. Averages: display weekly, monthly, yearly averages
depending on a zoom level.
• Introduce plotting real data at run-time
• Populate a significant event database with data

Summary
• CHARMe will provide a framework for the users to
discover, understand and exploit climate data they need
through commentary metadata and tools.
• The user will be able to add commentary metadata to the
CHARMe repositories.
• Commentary metadata is modelled on the Open
Annotation data model.
• Significant Event Viewer tool will help users to
understand if the climate signals represented by the
product are real.
• In development - there is still significant work needs
to be done.

Thank you

